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ABSTRACT

1

Many scientific applications in critical areas are becoming more
and more data-intensive. As the data volume continues to grow, the
data movement between storage and compute nodes has turned
into a crucial performance bottleneck for many data-intensive applications. Burst buffer provides a promising solution for these applications by absorbing bursty I/O traffic to let applications return to
computing phase quickly. However, the resource allocation policy
for burst buffer is understudied, and the existing strategies may
cause severe I/O contention when a large number of I/O-intensive
jobs access the burst buffer system concurrently. In this study, based
on the theoretic analysis of I/O model, we present a contentionaware resource scheduling (CARS) strategy that manages the burst
buffer resource to coordinate concurrent jobs. Extensive experiments have been conducted and the results have demonstrated
that the proposed CARS design outperforms the existing allocation strategies and improves both job performance and system
utilization.

More and more scientific applications in critical areas, such as
climate science, astrophysics, combustion science, computational
biology, and high-energy physics, tend to be highly data intensive
and present significant data challenges to the research and development community [8, 9]. Large amounts of data are generated from
scientific experiments, observations, and simulations. The size of
these datasets can range from hundreds of gigabytes to hundreds
of petabytes or even beyond.
Meantime, with the increasing performance gap between the
computing and I/O capability, data access has become the performance bottleneck of many data-intensive applications, which
usually contain a large number of I/O accesses and large amounts
of data are written to and retrieved from storage system. The newly
emerged burst buffer [14] is a promising solution to address this
bottleneck issue. Given that the I/O patterns of many scientific
applications are not regular but are bursty [16], burst buffer is designed as a layer of hierarchical storage, which comprises of high
speed storage medium such as Solid State Drives (SSD), to let the
applications quickly write or read data and return to the following
computation phase as soon so possible. The data temporarily stored
in burst buffer can then be transferred to the remote storage system
asynchronously without interrupting the applications. In recent
years, several peta-scale HPC systems have been deployed with
burst buffer sub-system, such as Cori supercomputer [1] at National
Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC) and Trinity
[4] at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). A number of largescale data-intensive scientific applications have gained significant
performance improvement from these burst buffer systems [6].
The burst buffer systems are designed as shared resources for
multiple users and applications. Previous studies mainly focus on
how to leverage burst buffer to improve the applications performance by reducing the I/O time [19, 23, 24] and overlapping between the computation and I/O phases of applications [7, 20]. However, the resource management for burst buffer is still understudied
and the existing scheduling strategies only consider the capacity
request of users, which may cause I/O contention between multiple
concurrent I/O intensive applications.
In this paper, we present a preliminary study of a contentionaware resource scheduling (CARS) strategy to reduce the I/O contention for multiple concurrent I/O intensive jobs and improve the
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performance of burst buffer system. Following the study of different resource scheduling policies for shared burst buffer system and
I/O modeling, CARS is designed as a new resource allocation and
scheduling strategy for burst buffer. It characterizes the I/O activities of running applications on burst buffer system, and allocates
the burst buffer resource for new jobs based on the analysis of the
I/O load distribution among the burst buffer system to prevent or
reduce interference from other jobs. Compared to the existing allocation strategies that only consider the capacity factor, the current
experimental results show that CARS can significantly mitigate
I/O contention between data-intensive jobs, speeding up the I/O
process and improving the burst buffer system utilization.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
background and motivation of this research. Section 3 presents
the design of the contention-aware resource scheduling and I/O
modeling. Experimental and analytical results are presented in
Section 4. Section 5 discusses the existing work and compares this
study with them, and Section 6 concludes this study and discusses
possible future work.

2

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we first introduce the background about the burst
buffer architecture and existing resource allocation policies of shared
burst buffer systems. Then we illustrate the motivation of this research study.

2.1

Overview of Burst Buffer

Figure 1 illustrates an architecture overview of a shared burst buffer
system. The burst buffer resides on dedicated nodes that are usually deployed with SSDs as a high-speed storage tier. As a shared
resource, the burst buffer nodes are available for all compute nodes
to access directly. While applications from compute nodes issue
bursty I/O operations, the burst buffer nodes can quickly absorb
I/O requests in their local SSDs, and let the applications continue to
the next computing phase as soon as possible. Afterward, the burst
buffer nodes will transfer the data stored in their local SSDs to a
parallel file system asynchronously. In this paper, we focus on the
allocation policies and data transfer between compute nodes and
burst buffer nodes. Existing large-scale HPC systems such as Cori
[1] and Trinity [4] have deployed such shared burst buffer system
architecture as production systems.

2.2

Resource Management for Burst Buffer

Burst buffer serves the entire compute system as a shared storage
layer. Thus, it is crucial for resource scheduler to manage the burst
buffer nodes efficiently to be accessed by different users or applications. In the burst buffer system of Cori or Trinity supercomputer,
the DataWarp [2] software integrated with SLURM [3] workload
manager is responsible for the resource management. When a user
submits jobs by indicating the options for burst buffer requirement
in the SLURM batch script, the resource scheduler will allocate burst
buffer nodes to meet users’ capacity need. The capacity request
from users will be split up into multiple chunks and one chunk
size is the minimum allocation size on one burst buffer node. For
example, there are two choices of the chunk size on the Cori system,
20GB and 80GB.

Figure 1: Shared burst buffer architecture.

There are mainly two allocation policies for how to assign burst
buffer nodes for jobs in Cori, and users can manually specify the
optimization_strategy option in SLURM batch script to chose different policies [2]. The first one is bandwidth policy that the resource
scheduler will select as many burst buffer nodes as possible in
round-robin fashion to maximize bandwidth for a job. In this case,
users’ data will be striped across several burst buffer nodes and one
node contains one chunk of capacity request. So each node can be
shared by several jobs under bandwidth policy. The second one is
interference policy, in which the system will assign as few burst
buffer nodes as possible to minimize interference from other jobs.
In this case, a burst buffer node will comprise as many chunks as
possible and be occupied by only one job at a time.

2.3

Motivation

While the existing bandwidth and interference scheduling policies
serve the purpose to some extent, they are rudimentary and underdeveloped to well leverage the valuable burst buffer resources.
Particularly, the interference policy is designed to minimize the
contention from multiple jobs, but scarifies the utilization of burst
buffer nodes due to an “exclusive” allocation policy. On the other
hand, the bandwidth policy is designed to better utilize the burst
buffer resources but do not consider the contention from highly
concurrent jobs, which is the norm on large-scale HPC systems,
especially for projected next-generation, exascale systems.
It is easy to understand the limitation of the interference policy,
as such policy prevents resource sharing among jobs on any one
burst buffer node. Thus the interference policy will be limited by
the scale of the burst buffer system, i.e. the number of burst buffer
nodes available to jobs, instead of the total capacity available, or the
total bandwidth available. Such scheduling policy can easily lead
to under-utilization of resources, including the under-utilization of
both bandwidth and capacity.
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The bandwidth policy, however, takes the other extreme. It only
focuses on resource sharing but ignores the critical contention
issue. As a comparison, the interference policy can lead to a scenario
that, even though there is no any contention from other jobs, one
burst buffer node is only allocated to one job exclusively, largely
restricting the utilization of burst buffer and more importantly,
only delivering limited bandwidth to each job. Such an observation
inspire our research motivation in this study that the burst buffer
resource scheduling strategies should well consider the contention
issue, while maximizing the benefits of sharing resources among
jobs to best leverage the bandwidth and capacity available from
burst buffer nodes.
From the previous discussion, we have seen the potential of a new
burst buffer resource scheduling strategy, which should meet two
conflicting goals: maximizing resource utilization while minimizing
the contention.

as on which burst buffer nodes each job is running. For instance,
suppose a job A comprising of pA processes has been allocated to
BB1 and BB2, the Job Tracer collects the job information and adds
a record like A(BB1, BB2) into its database. Meantime, based on
the status of active jobs monitored by Job Tracer, the Load Monitor
will dynamically calculate and record the I/O load (e.g., number of
concurrent I/O processes) of each burst buffer node. For example,
by querying the database from Job Tracer, the Load Monitor will set
p
the I/O load of BB1 and BB2 to 2A . When a new job from the job
queue is ready to execute, the BB Scheduler gets the information
from Load Monitor and determines which burst buffer nodes will
be allocated to the new job by using a contention-aware scheduling
algorithm, which will be described in detail in the next subsection.
After the new job has been allocated burst buffer nodes, the Job
Tracer and Load Monitor will update the corresponding state of
current active jobs and burst buffer nodes.

3

3.2

METHODOLOGY

This section describes a preliminary study of a contention-aware
resource scheduling solution for burst buffer systems including
an overview, the scheduling algorithm, and initial modeling and
analysis.

3.1

Overview

In order to manage burst buffer resource efficiently and to coordinate a large number of jobs from different users, we introduce a
contention-aware resource scheduling (CARS) strategy for burst
buffer systems to promote application and system performance.

To maximize resource sharing and utilization of burst buffer systems
and minimize the I/O contention issue, we present a contentionaware scheduling strategy to allocate burst buffer nodes for concurrent jobs. The scheduling strategy is shown in Algorithm 1. The
fundamental idea is to choose the most under-utilized burst buffer
nodes for a new job to minimize the I/O contention from other active jobs. We use the number of concurrent active I/O processes to
assess the I/O load of each burst buffer node. For example, suppose
a job A is assigned to m burst buffer nodes and the number of I/O
p
processes of job A is pA . Among these m nodes, every mA processes
of job A access one burst buffer node. When there are multiple jobs
running on different burst buffer nodes, the resource scheduler can
calculate the number of concurrent active I/O processes Ai for the
ith burst buffer node. If a new job begins to execute, the scheduler
will select the burst buffer node with minimum Ai (line 3) for this
new job. If there are multiple burst buffer nodes with minactive
concurrent I/O processes, the algorithm will choose the one with
the minimum index (line 5) of burst buffer node. Then the algorithm
will update the Ai of the allocated burst buffer node (line 11). If
the job needs n burst buffer nodes, it needs to run n iterations to
complete the allocation for this new job.

3.3

Figure 2: Overview of CARS Strategy.
Figure 2 shows a high-level view of the overall resource scheduling workflow and its integration with a typical HPC scheduling
component. Users submit their jobs to the job queue and then the
job scheduler (e.g., Slurm) will arrange the execution order of the
jobs in the job queue. When there are jobs issued from the queue and
accessing the burst buffer system, the Job Tracer will track how the
current active jobs are distributed in the burst buffer system, such

Contention-Aware Resource Scheduling
Strategy

Modeling and Analysis

In this section, we characterize and further study the proposed
contention-aware resource scheduling (CARS) strategy through
modeling and analysis. We also define evaluation metrics to understand the performance implications. We report detailed evaluation
results in the next section. We first introduce parameters to characterize users’ jobs and burst buffer systems, as shown in Table
1.
3.3.1 Modeling and Analyzing Burst Buffer Allocations. Given
the bandwidth strategy and the newly proposed CARS strategy
(described in Section 3.2), a job’s request capacity will be striped
across multiple burst buffer nodes, and each node contains at least
one unit of minimum allocation capacity (i.e., G). Thus, for a particular capacity request (i.e., r i ) of the ith job, it will be allocated

ICPP ’18 Comp, August 13–16, 2018, Eugene, OR, USA
Algorithm 1: Contention-Aware Resource Scheduling Algorithm
Input: A1 , A2 , A3 ...A N
Output: allocatedlist
1 Set allocatedlist ← ∅ ;
2 for 1 to n do
3
minactive = min Ai
4
if multiple Ai equal to minactive then
5
newbb ← min i;
6
end
7
else
8
newbb ← i;
9
end
10
Add newbb to allocatedlist;
11
Update Anewbb ;
12 end

W. Liang et al.
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BM


 N

Description
Maximum bandwidth of one BB node
Maximum capacity of one BB node
Total number of BB nodes
Minimum allocation capacity for one BB node
Number of I/O processes of the ith Job
Total numer of jobs
Request capacity size of the ith job

3.3.2 Modeling and Analyzing I/O Contention. To study the impact of I/O contention, we assess the bandwidth for each process
when there are multiple jobs concurrently accessing the burst buffer
system. For simplicity and without losing generality, we assume
each process accesses the burst buffer and can transfer data across
the network at maximum I/O rate bm gigabytes per second. Suppose
there are N processes simultaneously accessing one burst buffer
node, the aggregate bandwidth N × bm can be achieved, if it does
not exceed the maximum bandwidth of one burst buffer node (i.e.,
BM). If N ×bm exceeds one burst buffer node’s peak bandwidth BM,
we assume the I/O bandwidth of this burst buffer node is equally
shared by all concurrent processes from all jobs accessing it. Thus,
the I/O bandwidth for each process can be computed as below.

(1)

Average job efficiency. We define the efficiency of a job as the ratio
of the I/O time when the job runs exclusively on one or more burst
buffer nodes (denoted as T E) to the I/O time under I/O contention
(denoted as TC). Suppose there are n jobs concurrently accessing
the burst buffer system, the average job efficiency is defined as
the geometric mean of all individual job efficiency, which can be
calculated as:

Ef f =

v
u
tn−1
Y T Ei
n

i=0

TC i

(2)

Average system utilization. Given N burst buffer nodes in total in
the system and BM maximum I/O bandwidth for one node, during
the ith time step (ti ), the aggregate I/O bandwidth of all current
active jobs is BWi , which can be calculated by summing each active
job’s I/O bandwidth using Equation 1 and Equation 2. We define
the average system utilization for the burst buffer system as:
BWi × ti
P
N × BM × ti
P

U til =
with maximum r i /G burst buffer nodes. In bandwidth allocation
policy described in Section 2, these burst buffer nodes are selected
in round-robin fashion. We assume each job’s I/O processes are
evenly distributed among all their allocated burst buffer nodes. This
is a reasonable assumption and can be easily achieved via the burst
buffer management software (e.g. DataWarp) too. Therefore, when
the ith job accesses the burst buffer system, there are pi G/r i processes concurrently running on each burst buffer node. For the
CARS strategy, we further model I/O contention and study its behaviors below. For the existing interference strategy, the
j behavior
k
i
is rather simple, as each job gets allocated exclusive CrM
burst
buffer nodes.

if N × bm > BM

3.3.3 Evaluation Metrics. To evaluate the job performance and
the overall system utilization, we present two evaluation metrics
below. These evaluation metrics are orthogonal to each other and
represent the most important two dimensions we focus on for
evaluating burst buffer allocation strategies.

Table 1: Parameters/variables used in modeling and analysis
Symbol
BM
CM
N
G
pi
n
ri

if N × bm ≤ BM

i

(3)

i

In Equation 6, the numerator can be described as the amount of
data actually transfered during the entire I/O time of all jobs, and the
denominator can be interpreted as the theoretical maximum amount
of data transfered by using all burst buffer nodes. This metric U til
is system-oriented and assesses the bandwidth utilization of the
entire burst buffer system.

4

PRELIMINARY EVALUATION

This section describes our preliminary evaluation results. To study
the effectiveness of the proposed contention-aware resource scheduling on large-scale HPC systems, we conducted simulation evaluation and present the simulation tests based on the validated model
with large-scale I/O workloads to further understand the performance implications.

4.1

I/O workload and BB system configuration

We conducted simulation experiments with the I/O workloads that
represent large-scale applications. Based on Darshan I/O logs of
petascale HPC system [18], we created a group of I/O workloads to
mimic the real-world applications. Table 2 shows the workload configuration, including the number of I/O processes and the amount
of data written.
In addition, we divided the workloads into two categories. The
first category is consisted of large-scale jobs with more than 1,024

Contention-Aware Resource Scheduling for Burst Buffer Systems
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Table 2: Workload Configurations
Name
Job1
Job2
Job3
Job4
Job5
Job6
Job7
Job8

# of Procs
8192
4096
2048
2048
1024
1024
512
256

Write Data
80TB
40TB
40TB
20TB
20TB
10TB
8TB
4TB
(a) Set1

processes. The second category is composed of medium- to smallscale jobs that use 1,024 processes or less. We further created different workload sets by combining different scales of workloads to
represent the scenarios of a mix of jobs accessing the shared burst
buffer system concurrently. In the simulation experiments, we used
three sets of workload combinations described below.
• Set1: all jobs are large-scale jobs;
• Set2: all jobs are medium- to small-scale;
• Set3: a mixture of large-scale and medium- to small-scale
jobs.
For the burst buffer system, we set the total number of burst
buffer nodes as 256, the peak bandwidth per node as 6.5 GB/s, and
the maximum capacity as 6.4 TB per node. This configuration is
close to the configuration of the Cori burst buffer system [1].

4.2

(b) Set2

Results and analysis

In the simulation experiments, two scales of jobs, 100 large-scale
jobs or 1000 medium- to small-scale jobs, were used for each workload set. In addition, three job scheduling policies (FCFS, SJF, and
PS) were simulated to decide the execution order of jobs in each
workload set. For the FCFS (First come first serve) policy, we simply
randomize the execution order of the jobs. For the SJF (Short job
first) policy, jobs with less write data size were given higher priority for execution. For the PS (Priority scheduling) policy, jobs with
larger writes were given higher priority to run. Each workload set
for each job scheduling policy was repeated 5 times and we present
the mean value in this section.
Figure 3 presents the average job efficiency of three workload
sets separately. We first observe that the contention-aware strategy
can improve the job efficiency compared to the other two policies
in most cases. The exception happened in Set 2 using SFJ, which
has almost the same job efficiency with the bandwidth policy. It
is due to the similar allocation behaviors under these two different policies. We also observe that the contention-aware strategy
achieved the largest improvement by more than 20% compared to
the bandwidth policy in Set 3. The reason is that small-scale jobs
can have sufficient I/O bandwidth they need and can finish quickly
under the contention-aware policy, which in turn improved the
average job efficiency.
Figure 4 shows the average system utilization on three workload
sets. This performance metric is system-oriented and we can clearly
observe that our approach achieved higher system utilization on

(c) Set3

Figure 3: Average job efficiency

all workload sets, which indicates that the contention-aware policy is more efficient in utilizing the available bandwidth of burst
buffer system than other policies. The highest system utilization is
observed with SJF in workload set 3, where the system utilization
achieved nearly 90%. This is most likely because most jobs can
accurately select the underutilized burst buffer nodes to access and
get enough bandwidth in this case.
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burst buffer system with data analysis capabilities. Wang et. al. [23]
studied node-local burst buffers to deliver scalable and efficient
aggregation of I/O bandwidth for checkpoint and restart of dataintensive applications. Bent et. al. [5] also studied node-local burst
buffers to deliver scalable write performance for local I/O requests.
Our study focuses on the shared burst buffer systems that can be
accessed by all compute nodes in the HPC system. Additionally,
Han et. al. [11] proposed a user-level I/O isolation scheme to minimize the overhead for SSDs in burst buffers. Thapaliya et. al. [21]
investigated I/O scheduling techniques as a mechanism to mitigate
burst buffer I/O interference. In our work, we study the burst buffer
resource allocation for the scenarios of multiple/many concurrent
data-intensive applications.

(a) Set1

5.2

(b) Set2

6

(c) Set3

I/O Contention

Numerous studies [17, 22, 25] focused on the I/O contention issue
in HPC systems. Lebre et. al. [13] introduced a scheduling method
to efficiently aggregate and reorder I/O requests. Zhou et. al. [26]
proposed a novel I/O-aware batch scheduling framework to coordinate ongoing I/O requests on petascale computing systems. Gainaru
et. al. [10] proposed several scheduling approaches to mitigate I/O
congestion by analyzing the effects of interference on application
I/O bandwidth. Herbein et. al. [12] proposed a batch job scheduling
method to reduce contention by integrating I/O awareness into
job scheduling policies. These efforts mainly focus on reducing I/O
contention in parallel file system. In our study, we aim to address
the I/O contention issue through the resource management in the
burst buffer system.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a resource scheduling strategy,
called contention-aware resource scheduling (CARS), to mitigate
the I/O contention and improve the performance of burst buffer
systems. We have studied different resource scheduling policies in
detail for the existing burst buffer systems and provided modeling and analysis about the I/O contention among concurrent jobs.
Extensive experiments including both emulation and simulation
evaluations have been conducted and the results have demonstrated
that our proposed CARS strategy outperforms the existing allocation strategies and improves both job performance and system
utilization. In future work, we plan to explore a more powerful I/O
model based on the analysis of different I/O patterns in burst buffer
systems.

Figure 4: Average system utilization

7
5

RELATED WORK

Numerous research studies have examined the burst buffer system
and I/O contention issue in HPC systems. In this section, we review
these existing studies and compare them with this study.

5.1

Burst Buffer

Several studies [14, 15, 19] have demonstrated integrating burst
buffer into HPC systems is a promising solution for addressing
the I/O bottleneck for data-intensive applications. Chen et. al. [7]
proposed an active burst buffer architecture to enhance the existing
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